Hua Hin H3 Run #319 – 14th November 2015
Location: Off the Banyan Golf Course Road.
Google Map Link: https://goo.gl/maps/UVsM5QiVTsu
GPS Coordinates: N 12.502124, E 99.944920 (N 12 30.127, E 99 56.695)
Hares: Cathusalem & Hugmanannygoat
Hash Snacks: Comes with Cathusalem
Hash Notes: Tinks
Hash Photos: Hugmanannygoat
Number of Hashers: 61
Pre-Hash
With the misdirection’s advising early arrivals would be able to take advantage of the limited parking
at the Hash start and location of the beer truck, Tinks arrived early at 3.15 to an empty site. Next to
arrive was Space Cowboy followed by Pinky and Ballbanger. Jock Twat arrived soon after and parked
so that the beer was next to the GM. With the limited parking quickly filling late arrivals then started
looking for suitable locations on the road to the
Hash site. The really late arrivals, having to make
a lengthy walk uphill as the final number of
hashers reached 61.
Tinks called the gathered hounds to order for the
pre-run briefing by Cathusalem.
There were
three trails, short and long walks and a runners
trail. No cows or dogs to worry about, one fence
crossing with the wire tied up for easier
navigation. The first split was announced as being
after 1.4 km followed by a second split and a final
merge of all three prior to returning home. Prior to the off a call for the on after, at YAO’s, indicted
around 30 attending. With the briefing over the pack set off downhill to the first check
The Trails

The trails as set by the Hares
The pack started off at varying paces to the first check which took a short while to break and then it
was into the trees and hilly ground for all. This caused the pack to get well spaced out over the next
1000 m of trail to the second check. Now this took some time to break with many options being
checked out. Tinks himself completed 350+ meters looking for trail until finally a call was made and

the trail found some 160m from the check. This
helped to bring the pack together and not much
further the run walk split and a smiling Hugs.
The runners trail skirted pineapple fields with
one false trail and excursion back into the
bushes and trees which prevented any real pace
being achieved until back out to skirt the same
pineapple field at the opposite end and
eventually meet Hare Hugs offering a short cut
home on the short walk. It was also at this
point the long walk and runners trail merged and
then again circumnavigated more pineapple
fields with a false trail thrown in. Tinks in company with Brambles found this false trial and ra ther
than cut back to the original trail pushed on through in a direction most likely to meet t he true trail.
However this involved in very boggy and water logged ground with many rotting tree branches
underfoot. But persevere they did to be rewarded with joining the true trail. As the walkers could be
seen in the distance and the trail led in the opposite direction many it seemed opted to short cut in
the direction of the distant walkers. Brambles and Onefer for sure took this option. Apparently when
Tinks made it to the all trail merge the three trailing ladies, Peaches, Pom and Pussy Galore were
enjoying their afternoon stroll and small talk and would eventually arrive back after a further 1.5 km
just in time for the circle. The trail continued to follow the base of the hill and tree line and then
followed an electric fence until eventually coming out onto the concrete road back to the start point.
The trail taking from between 1 and 2 hours for all hounds to complete
Post Trail and Circle
As some hashers had been back best part of 30 minutes plus there were mumblings for the circle to
start which Tinks was reluctant to do as he had only just arrived back having completed the full trail
and taken no shortcuts. However after refreshing himself with a well earned beer the circle was
called to order and the punishments/accolades given to the following:
Hares: Cathusalem & Hugmanannygoat – given thumbs up for the trails.
Hash Snacks: Comes with Cathusalem
Virgins: Wanda and Sheila who said they enjoyed it and would come again.

Private Circle: Scotch Tape & 69 Forever
Late Payers (post run): 69 Forever, Ahmedashed & My
Returners: Cathusalem & Comes w Cathusalem, Body Snatcher, Scaly Back, Kamoniwannalaya & Hanaho,
Stumbles,
Christening: JJ c/o Spook now to be known as Brown Diamond
Next Week's Hash: Spook announced that the trail would be out near Wat Huai Mongkol with full
misdirection’s being posted prior to next Saturday.

On After
Some thirty plus hashers made it to YAO restaurant, a regular haunt several years ago but with
increased numbers at the on after had been avoided. However having been briefed they coped well
and had plenty of cold beer. Unfortunately one couple, David & Sheila, received food very late and so
into a take home bag it went.

On On
Tinks

